LibreTexts is a non-profit organization committed to freeing the textbook from the limitations and costs of traditional textbooks.

The LibreTexts is a growing Community-built OER resource that is Comprehensive in nature and Curated at multiple levels.

Libretexts is a powerful construction and dissemination platform (100s of courses). The platform reduces the time and effort that faculty need to assemble OER for classes and dissemination. Course LibreTexts are built by incorporating content from an extensive network of existing OER materials that extend across the curriculum which faculty can edit and customize to meet their needs.

Interactive Content
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LibreTexts in a Box

The LibreTexts has the largest Curated library of “living” OER Content on the net today (100,000 pages) and is the most visited OER project on the net (450,000 daily pageviews). Millions of students and faculty access annually.